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While an airport extension for London Heathrow is being discussed, a fourth runway was launched at Frankfurt International 
Airport in 2011, Schiphol has become the leading airport for emerging markets such as China, Charles de Gaulle added new 
routes to the Far East and Madrid looks to further consolidate its status as a gateway to Latin America. 

Despite this ever-increasing competition, discussions continue on how UK airports can keep pace. On 17th of December 2013, 
the UK’s Airports Commission revealed an expansion shortlist which included adding a third runway as well as lengthening 
one of the existing runways at Heathrow, and developing a new runway at Gatwick – but any actual development remains 
years away.

The impact of airport development, or lack thereof, on the wider economy is a much discussed topic. We have decided to 
focus on one of the key enablers of these airports – the hotel provision. Historically, airport hotels were established to 
serve passengers and air crews, but as airports have evolved and transformed into complex micro markets, their hotels 
require advanced revenue and yield management.

Airports have become meeting points for business, destinations for large conferences and conventions, a paradise for 
shoppers and a melting pot of different nationalities, ethnicities and cultures.

By assessing current dynamics at the top five European airport hubs, we illustrate how hotel demand and supply dynamics 
compare amongst those markets and what the impact is on local hotels.
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About STR Global

STR Global benchmarks hotel data for over 6.4 million hotel rooms worldwide 
with the industry standard STAR report, allowing hoteliers to identify changes in 
market share and provides developers, financiers, analysts and suppliers in the 
hotel industry-access to hotel research with regular and custom reports.

As the eminent provider of benchmarking reports to the global hotel industry, our 
data covers daily and monthly performance data, forecasts, annual profitability, 
pipeline and census information across Europe, Middle East, Africa, Asia Pacific 
and South America. 

STR Global is a part of the STR family of companies and is proudly associated 
with STR, STR Analytics and HotelNewsNow.com

For more information, please visit www.strglobal.com
 

Disclaimer
This report contains proprietary information of STR Global Limited, and no part of such 
data may be reproduced or transmitted, in any form or by any means without the express 
written consent of STR Global Limited. All requests to reproduce this information must be 
addressed to info@strglobal.com.  Any approved reproduction of data within this report, in 
whole or part, must be attributed with an accompanying notice of copyright to ‘STR Global 
Limited’. Failure to comply with the preceding guides may result in legal action. Whilst 
every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the data contained in this report, this 
cannot be guaranteed and neither STR Global Limited nor any related entity shall have any 
liability to any person or entity that relies on the information contained in this report. Any 
such reliance is solely at the user’s risk. Copyright laws apply.

About Christie + Co
 
Founded in 1935, Christie + Co is the specialist property adviser to the hospitality, 
leisure, retail and care sectors. Over the past 24 months, Christie + Co has advised 
on £24bn worth of assets, including most of the largest UK hotel portfolios. 
 
Currently employing approximately 200 professional and specialist staff, 
Christie + Co has 15 offices throughout the UK - with dedicated valuation, agency, 
development and investment teams focused on our key sectors. Christie + Co’s 
international network comprises 14 wholly-owned offices in Europe’s key locations 
– Barcelona, Berlin, Bordeaux (opened in 2014), Dublin, Frankfurt, Helsinki, London, 
Lyon, Marseilles, Munich, Paris, Rennes, Vienna and Warsaw (opened in 2013).
 
Christie + Co launched its Business Outlook 2014 in January with insightful views 
on 2013 and its projections for 2014. 

For further information, visit www.christiecorporate.com
 

Disclaimer
This report has been prepared based on hotel performance benchmark data provided by STR 
Global and various recognised industry sources. No representation, warranty or undertaking 
whatsoever, expressed or implied, is made or given by or on behalf of Christie + Co in 
relation to the completeness or accuracy of the information provided to us by these parties in 
order to prepare this report.

Disclaimer
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A Snapshot

London Heathrow Airport (‘LHR’) is the world’s busiest airport by 
international passenger traffic and with c. 72m passengers the largest airport 
in Europe. It provides the most weekly services compared to its rivals and is a 
leading gateway to North America. 
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Charles de Gaulle Airport (‘CDG’), 
also known as Roissy Airport, serves c. 62m 
passengers and is the second largest airport 
in Europe. It is best connected to airports in 
Africa, with non-stop flights to 40 destinations, 
almost twice as many as AMS and LHR. 

Schiphol Airport (‘AMS’) serves 
more Chinese destinations non stop than 
its rivals and is the leading airport for 
emerging markets. Although Schiphol has 
lower passenger numbers than most of 
its competitors, it has recorded strongest 
passenger increases in recent years with 
significant future growth potential.

Madrid-Barajas Airport 
(‘MAD’) has, with just c. 40m 
passengers, the lowest throughput 
of the five hubs under consideration, 
and numbers are reported to be on 
the decline. MAD remains however, 
the gateway to the Iberian Peninsula 
and a key link between Europe and 
Latin America.

Frankfurt 
International Airport 
(‘FRA’) is Germany’s 
hub airport and is one of 
Heathrow’s main rivals. 
With c. 58m passengers 
it has lower passenger 
numbers than LHR and 
CDG but it has significant 
further growth potential. 
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Airport Overview

LHR

CDG

FRA

AMS MAD
LHR offers more weekly departures and has more 
terminals than any other European airport allowing 
for more passenger movements within the facilities. 
However, it has the least number of runways, serves 
fewer destinations than FRA, CDG and AMS, and is 
currently operating close to capacity. 

In December 2013, the UK’s Airports Commission 
revealed the expansion shortlist which included adding 
a third runway and lengthening one of the existing 
runways. Although this development is likely to take 
years, Qatar Investment Authority has agreed to invest 
$1.4 billion for a 20% stake in Heathrow’s operator, BAA, 
which would suggest that investors are confident about 
LHR’s future. The increased use of larger aircrafts at the 
airport, such as the Airbus A380, will allow for further 
increases in passenger numbers in the future.

CDG has four runways and three terminals through which the airport serves more destinations 
than most of its rivals. Two-thirds of CDG’s traffic are point-to-point (direct flights), which 
reduces travel time and makes flights less prone to delays. 

Similar to LHR, CDG is operating close to capacity. However, to remain competitive, CDG 
recently invested in an extension of Terminal 2 (Satellite 4), and the refurbishment of Terminal 1, 
which has increased its capacity to 80m passengers, consolidating its position as an 
international hub. The airport is also upgrading Terminal 2 to improve operations and to 
reinforce the airport infrastructure.

FRA is located in one of the world’s leading financial centres and serves as a main 
hub for Germany’s leading airline carriers Lufthansa and Condor. Frankfurt Airport 
is known for its fast connections with more than half of all passengers being in 
transit.

FRA has significant potential to grow far beyond the 58m passengers it currently 
serves. In 2010, Lufthansa’s first Airbus A380 went into operation at the airport 
and in 2011, the new Runway Northwest and a new terminal were launched, 
increasing its capacity for annual take offs and landings from circa 83 to 126. In 
order to achieve its goal of handling 90m passengers by 2020, a further terminal is 
scheduled to be built in phases by 2017. Furthermore, FRA is part of the Northern 
Capital Gateway consortium which manages and develops Pulkovo Airport in 
St Petersburg, strengthening its route network to Russia.

AMS clearly differentiates itself from its rivals by its airport infrastructure. It has a one-terminal 
concept and has more runways than any other European airport, serving more destinations than 
any of its competitors. It is equipped with 18 double jetway gates for the Airbus 380, which will 
allow the airport to notably grow capacity in the future.

In August 2012, Emirates was the first airline to fly the A380 to Schiphol, deploying the aircraft 
on its daily Dubai-Amsterdam service. AMS is one of KLM’s and SkyTeam’s two European home 
bases and the airport already has benefited from transfer passengers from the constrained 
and tax-burdened London airports. This strategy is at its early stages, but it may become more 
significant if the UK aviation sector fails to deliver an adequate means of unlocking capacity.

MAD serves the least passengers of 
the five airports under consideration 
but boasts one of the biggest airport 
terminals in the world. With four 
runways and four passenger terminals it 
has been designed to serve around 70m 
passengers, some 30m more than its 
current throughput.

Investment at the airport has been 
limited in recent years with the 
construction of Terminal 4 in 2006 being 
the last major development. During the 
construction of Terminal 4, two more 
runways were constructed to ease the 
flow of air traffic and consolidate the 
airport as a hub in Europe. However, 
based on recent trends it is evident that 
Barcelona-El Prat (‘BCN’) is in a better 
position than MAD to keep growing 
flights numbers, especially to the 
Middle East. 
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Passenger Trends

Due to capacity constraints at CDG and the weak economic 
environment, passenger growth at the airport was limited 
between 2007 and 2013 (c. 4%) and mainly driven by 
stronger activity of low-cost and charter carriers. During 
the same period, LHR benefited from gradual developments 
to airport terminals and aircraft capacity (ie the A380) 
resulting in passenger increases of c. 7%.  

Although the debate around LHR’s future is heating up, 
it is important to understand that Heathrow is Britain’s 
gateway to the global economy, contributing a total of 
approximately £11bn to the country’s GDP (directly by the 
aviation at LHR and foreign long-haul visitors’ spending). 
Recent investment into the airport and the local market 
would suggest that LHR is likely to experience further 
development in the future. 

Unlike the two largest airports in Europe, FRA and AMS 
experienced the strongest passenger increases between 
2007 and 2013 which were mainly driven by the increased 
use of the Airbus A380, expanding route networks, 
infrastructure investment and limited capacity constraints. 
Both airports are smaller than LHR and CDG but have the 
strongest growth potential in the future based on their 
current infrastructure.  

MAD is the only airport of the hubs under review which 
recorded negative growth between 2007 and 2013. This can 
be attributed to Iberia’s exit from key routes, fierce 
competition from BCN and the development of a high-
speed rail network between Madrid and Barcelona. 
Additionally, the economic downturn severely impacted 
Spain, contributing to a decline in domestic passengers. 
Apart from Iberia, MAD is a hub for low-cost carriers 
EasyJet and Ryanair, which are however, unlikely to 
provide the necessary foundation for MAD to keep pace 
with its rivals in the future. 

Source: Christie + Co Research and Analysis
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LHR
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Passenger throughput and growth between 2007-2013
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Hotel Supply

Source: Christie + Co Research and Analysis

LHR CDG

c. 9,900

  Hotels  Bedrooms                    Hotels        Bedrooms                Hotels             Bedrooms           Hotels     Bedrooms           Hotels         Bedrooms

c. 7,600

FRA

c. 4,800

AMS

c. 4,500

MAD

c. 5,300

FRA and AMS offer the least amount of bedrooms per passenger compared to the other hotel markets under 
consideration which may be attributed to the relatively high proportion of transit passengers at the airports. 
•  This suggests that with the expansion of the airport, there is opportunity for further hotel growth.
•  At FRA future supply includes the 133-bedroom Element Frankfurt Airport in August 2014, which will be the first Element 

brand by Starwood Hotels & Resorts in Europe.
•  At AMS, recent and future supply include the 330-bedroom Hyatt Place opened in January 2014 and the 433-bedroom 

Hilton in 2015 which will replace the current Hilton hotel and significantly enhance the competitiveness in the area.
•  Both hotel markets have grown to become separate micro markets from their respective city centre markets and enjoy 

strong investor appeal due to a number of factors such as:
-  FRA – Frankfurt’s financial hub status and its location, growing passenger numbers, ongoing regeneration and further 
office developments.

-  AMS – strong growth potential, abundance of corporates nearby and the proximity to Amsterdam city centre.

 MAD has the third largest bedroom supply in the set and based on recent passenger and hotel performance trends,  
the market appears oversupplied.
•  Despite this, there are plans to develop a hotel in the old Terminal, which is likely to further increase competitive 

pressure.
•  The average hotel size at the airport is relatively small (c. 130 rooms) compared to LHR which has the largest hotels  

on average (c. 240), followed by FRA and CDG (c. 200) and AMS (c. 160).
•  Airport hotels are mainly located between the two terminals and the trade fair of Madrid (IFEMA) as well as in the wider 

municipality of Barajas.
•  Investor appeal is limited at MAD considering negative passenger growth in the past five years, the extremely 

competitive market environment at the airport and the challenging investment market in Spain. 
•  As a result, there have not been any noteworthy transactions at the airport in recent years and we would expect 

investor appetite to remain limited.

CDG is better supplied than FRA, AMS and MAD 
based on the number of available bedrooms per 
passenger ratio.
•  The local hotel market at CDG has increased 

significantly over the past five-to-ten years and 
poor transportation links to the city centre, 
increasing passenger numbers, the development 
of its surrounding areas and the saturated Paris 
hotel market are likely to drive future supply 
growth.

•  Proposed developments include a 230-bedroom 
CitizenM, a 122-bedroom Marriott hotel, a 
304-bedroom Mercure and a 319-bedroom Ibis 
Styles hotel, all of which are scheduled to open 
in 2014.

•  Transactional activity for assets in going 
concern at the airport has been limited in 
recent years given that the market is relatively 
new. 

•  The hotel investors’ appeal is considered 
moderate due to the growing hotel supply, 
the reliance on airport traffic and limited 
opportunity to increase room rates. However, 
it remains to be seen what the impact of new 
office developments and increased airport 
capacity will be on the local hotel market in  
the future.

LHR has more available rooms per passenger 
than its rivals, reflecting the relatively 
competitive market environment and diverse 
nature of demand.
•  Although there is significant interest from 

hotel investors and international operators, 
the future supply threat is limited as the 
majority of proposed bedrooms are currently 
on hold, speculative or without planning 
permission. 

•  Recent additions include the 350-bedroom 
Hilton London Heathrow Airport T5 in 2011 
and the 400-bedroom Premier Inn London 
Heathrow Airport Terminal 5 in 2012.

•  Transactional activity was higher than the 
other airport hotel markets under review. 
Given LHR’s position within the international 
context, one would expect it to remain 
a sought-after market for future hotel 
investment and branded operators.  

•  The most recent transactions at LHR included: 
-  Hilton London Heathrow Hotel Terminal 5 
in January 2013 – ground lease sold for a 
reported £21.1m to PRUPIM.

-   A tranche of the debt held against a 
number of Arora-owned hotels in 2013 for 
approximately  £140m.

Q Q 

Q
 

Q
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As one would expect, there appears to be a correlation between the proportion of transit passengers and the bedroom to passenger ratio. 
The more transit passengers, who typically do not require hotel accommodation as they are in ‘transit’, the lower the ratio.

41 39 25 2540



Hotel Supply
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LHR has the highest number of bedrooms but the majority are positioned at the budget end while FRA has one of the lowest 
bedroom stocks but the highest proportion of luxury bedrooms

Source: Christie + Co Research and Analysis
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Hotel Supply
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Branded bedroom supply per market 
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Source: Christie + Co Research and Analysis

It appears that AMS and LHR have the highest appeal for international brands 
while hotels at MAD primarily comprise independently-owned B&Bs, guesthouses and 

other accommodation providers (ie hostels, serviced apartments, etc...)

Of all five markets, LHR has the highest proportion of budget bedrooms, which 
has increased more significantly than any other segment at the airport over 
recent years. LHR’s bedroom supply is primarily operated by international 
hotel brands (94% of total supply), which is unsurprising given that over 90% 
are overseas passengers and there are a significant number of international 
headquarters and companies located in proximity to the airport.

FRA has the highest proportion of luxury bedrooms which are provided by two 
hotels – the Steigenberger Airport Hotel with 560 bedrooms and the Sheraton 
Frankfurt Airport with over 1,000 bedrooms. The latter is Germany’s largest 
conference hotel and is likely to appeal to the higher yielding demand from 
trade fairs and corporate accounts in the surrounding airport area. Almost 90% 
of total bedroom supply is internationally branded, which is below AMS and 
LHR and above CDG and MAD.  

AMS has the highest proportion of branded bedroom stock among all five 
airport markets and supply around the airport is primarily positioned in the 
mid-market segment, reflecting the type of demand at the airport. The lack of 
budget supply can be directly linked to the limited number of low-cost carriers 
operating at Schiphol airport. With c. 1,300 rooms, Accor is operating almost 
30% of total supply across the Mercure, Novotel and Ibis brands.

CDG has a good mix of bedroom supply across all hotel categories and 
between 85% and 90% of total bedrooms are internationally branded. Most 
large hotel groups are present at the airport with Accor being the dominant 
accommodation provider (almost 50% of total supply). The mid-market segment 
in particular, is expected to grow in the future. 

At MAD, over 50% of bedroom supply is independently owned and 
operated resulting in a relatively high proportion of ‘other’ bedroom supply. 
Nevertheless, in common with the other European airport hubs, the mid-market 
segment dominates the local hotel market. Key brands at MAD include Meliá 
(c. 800 bedrooms) and Accor (c. 600 bedrooms).



Hotel Demand
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Occupancy (2013)

Source: STR Global and Christie + Co Analysis

Demand at LHR mainly comprises airport-related business, local corporates and price-conscious demand displaced from the city 
centre. The local market enjoys the strongest occupancy among all markets considered (in excess of 80%). However, demand has 
become price sensitive due to economic fluctuations and the addition of new supply. Hence, RevPAR declined by c. 25% between 
2007 and 2013 and ARR was below all its rivals apart from MAD. A prolonged recession and growing supply are likely to put 
continued pressure on occupancy and ARR in the future. However, the increased use by long-haul carriers of the Airbus A380 and 
further development at the airport might help grow passenger and air crew demand.

FRA is the top performer among all airports in terms of RevPAR growth between 2007 and 2013 (c. 12%), highlighting the strength 
of the local market. Frankfurt is mainly a business destination and attracts limited leisure demand. Although local hotels are reliant 
on the fair trade calendar and corporate market, putting constraints on occupancy, FRA has the second highest ARR in the set 
which can be attributed to the relatively high-yielding nature of demand and quality of supply. We expect occupancy to increase 
progressively as the airport grows and hotels diversify their demand base to drive additional volume during periods of low 
demand. However, this is likely to impact ARR. 

AMS hotels rank third of five in terms of occupancy and rate. The performance of hotels at Schiphol is closely linked to local 
business activity in the surrounding area. Similar to LHR, the local hotel market has become increasingly competitive in recent 
years and together with a reduction in corporate spending budgets, trading was impacted, particularly ARR. Between 2007 and 
2013, RevPAR declined by 22% even though passenger numbers increased by c. 10% during the same period. Gradually growing 
passenger numbers and the recovering economy are likely to minimise further rate deterioration, which one would expect to see as 
the market becomes increasingly competitive.  

CDG hotels achieve relatively strong occupancy and a significant rate premium compared to its rivals. This makes the market 
attractive for further hotel development. Given the airport’s location and inefficient means of transportation into central Paris, 
demand primarily derives from airport activity and limited demand originates from surrounding business parks. Therefore, it is  
surprising that RevPAR declined by c. 14% despite passenger growth of c. 4% between 2007 and 2013. The market has become more 
competitive and future supply is likely to further impact hotel trading.

MAD is the bottom performer of the five European airport hubs across all three key performance indicators and passenger growth. 
Between 2007 and 2013, RevPAR declined by c. 41%. Key reasons for this decline are partially macro-economic (recession, passenger 
declines) and location specific (Iberia challenges, high-speed train network expansion, increasingly competitive market). It is unlikely 
that MAD will be able to significantly improve trading in the future. 

CDG     FRA       AMS          LHR       MAD

CDG     LHR       FRA          AMS       MAD

€€€€€
RevPAR (2013)

LHR    CDG       AMS           FRA        MAD           

€€€€€
ARR (2013)



Hotel Demand

Source: STR Global and Christie + Co Analysis

Passenger and RevPAR trends between 2007-2013 per market

Passenger growth

RevPAR growth
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MAD

LHR

RevPAR gap between city-centre and airport hotels (based on 2013 data)
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It is evident that all airport hotel markets perform, to varying degrees, 
below their respective city centres, primarily due to lower ARR, 

illustrating that the airport markets are generally considered as secondary 
locations to the city centre
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Conclusion
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Christie + Co

LHR – despite uncertainties there appears to be continued investor appetite as the market recovers
LHR has received significant negative press coverage over the past few years amid fears it will lose its 
current status as the leading airport hub in Europe due to capacity constraints. However, the airport is 
still developing with the new Terminal 2 due to open in June 2014 and discussions being held about a 
potential airport extension. Existing hotel supply has recently benefited from capital expenditure and 
new stock entered the market in the past two years with a number of planning permissions pending for 
further hotel developments. On this basis, it would appear that investors see a future for LHR despite 
uncertainties in the market and there is significant appetite from hotel operators as the market recovers.

FRA and AMS – two European hub airports to watch
FRA and AMS have significant potential for further growth in the future. Both airports have experienced 
strong passenger increases over the past five years as they have no material infrastructure constraints. 
With recent and ongoing investment and expansion at these airports, one can expect to hear a lot more 
from these two hubs in the years to come.
 
FRA’s hotel market – a strong opportunity for future hotel investment
FRA’s hotel market is the clear winner among the top five European airport hubs recording RevPAR growth 
ahead of its rivals between 2007 and 2013. In recent years, FRA has become its own micro market with 
increasing high-yielding demand from trade fairs, the financial sector and new office developments around 
the airport supported by demand from growing airport activity. Rates are expected to remain strong and 
occupancy may still increase in the future.

Economic recovery – signs of recovery are likely to ease recent pressure on RevPAR
There are clear signs that the economic recovery is underway across Europe, albeit to varying degrees. 
We expect corporate spending budgets to progressively return and confidence in the market to improve 
over the coming years. This is likely to ease some of the recent pressure on RevPAR, particularly at LHR 
and AMS. Both markets suffered significantly from RevPAR decreases between 2007 and 2013 as a direct 
result of the recessionary climate and increasing competition in both markets.   

MAD is unlikely to be able to compete as a leading hub with its European rivals in the future as BCN is 
gaining momentum. MAD is a good example of an airport which has great hub potential but has not able 
to deliver, creating an oversupplied hotel market which is now experiencing the consequences. 

 If you have enjoyed this report, you may be interested to read about the up-and-coming hub airports in Vienna and Helsinki. 
Please follow this link to see what our sector specialists in each market have to say

StR Global

LHR – a market driven by occupancy
In 2013, LHR recorded the strongest occupancy increases (c. 4%) of all the markets under review and was 
the only airport market to achieve occupancy above 80%. ARR on the other hand suffered significantly 
during this period (c. -6%). This is off the back of the London 2012 Olympic Games, when LHR achieved 
the highest rates since 2008. When looking at the compound annual growth rate (CAGR) for the period 
between 2007 and 2013, LHR experienced the strongest RevPAR declines of almost 5% after MAD, 
primarily due to a decrease in rate while occupancy remained relatively flat. According to the Hotel 
Market Forecast by STR Global, RevPAR is expected to grow by c. 6% in 2014 at LHR, mainly driven by an 
increase in ARR. 

FRA and AMS – similar performance but with different drivers
FRA and AMS reported similar RevPAR levels in 2013. However, market dynamics over 2012 were 
noticeably different in these two markets. While hotel performance declined by around 3% at AMS in 
2013, FRA recorded positive RevPAR growth for the second consecutive year. The decrease for AMS was 
mainly due to a drop in rate of almost 5% while FRA was able to grow overall performance through an 
increase of approximately two percentage points in occupancy. For the period between 2007 and 2013, 
FRA was the only market which recorded a positive CAGR in terms of RevPAR (c. 2%), mainly driven by 
rate growth while occupancy slightly declined during this period. 

CDG –strongest hotel performance of all European airport hubs
Even though RevPAR declined by around 0.5% in 2013, CDG maintained its lead position in terms of 
overall hotel performance among all five markets under review. CDG, which has the largest bedroom 
supply after LHR, reported moderate occupancy growth in 2013 however, at the expense of rate. Demand 
at CDG remained relatively stable on average (CAGR) over the last six years however, ARR declined on 
average (c. 3%), leading to a decrease in RevPAR of c. 2% between 2007 and 2013.

MAD – from a low base and still declining
In 2013, MAD recorded year-on-year decreases in occupancy and ARR resulting in a double-digit decline 
of c. 12% in RevPAR during this period. As a result, RevPAR at MAD remained the lowest one among its 
rivals. Additionally, during the period between 2007 and 2013, MAD suffered from a stronger decline in 
CAGR across all three key performance measurements than any of the other markets under review. Not 
only the European financial crisis, but also strong increases in supply over the past six years (c. 9%) has 
impacted the overall hotel performance at MAD.

http://www.christiecorporate.com/news/publications.aspx
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